New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Shooter 4K Steelcase Box Bob Lee Swagger, one of the world's great marksmen and the
son of a Congressional Medal of Honoree, is a loner living in the Rockies. He's left the
military, having been hung out to dry in a secret Ethiopian mission a few years before,
when he's recruited by a lisping colonel to help find a way that the President of the US
might be assassinated in one of three cities in the next two weeks. He does his work, but
the shot is fired notwithstanding and Bob Lee is quickly the fall guy: wounded and
hunted by thousands, he goes to ground and, aided by two unlikely allies, searches for the
truth and for those who double-crossed him. All roads lead back to Ethiopia.. Paramount
Ordinary People Steelcase Box An extraordinary motion picture, Ordinary People is an
intense examination of a family being torn apart by tension and tragedy. Donald
Sutherland and Mary Tyler Moore star as the upper-middle-class couple whose "ordinary"
existence is irrevocably shattered by the death of their oldest son in a boating accident.
Timothy Hutton is the younger son, struggling against suicide and guilt left by the
drowning. Judd Hirsch is the empathetic psychiatrist who provides his lifeline to survival.
Mary Tyler Moore gives a riveting portrayal of the inexplicably aloof mother. Bonus
content is as follows: Swimming in the Rose Garden— In this new featurette, Best
Supporting Actor Oscar® winner Timothy Hutton reflects on filming Ordinary PeoplE and
the intriguing approach director Robert Redford took to create a feeling of isolation on
set. Feeling is Not Selective— Acclaimed American novelist Judith Guest discusses her
novel and the process involved in adapting it for film and Theatrical Trailer. Paramount
Girl on a Chain Gang Girl on a Chain Gang, the directing debut of schlock producer Jerry
Gross, is a stirring feature about three young people who are framed, arrested, and tossed
into jail by corrupt Southern police. True to form, Gross filmed it nowhere near the South,
but in Long Island, New York! Film Detective
V/H/S/94 In V/H/S/94, after the discovery of a mysterious VHS tape, a brutish police swat
team launches a high-intensity raid on a remote warehouse, only to discover a sinister
cult compound whose collection of pre-recorded material uncovers a nightmarish
conspiracy. Shudder / RLJE
Jackass Forever Celebrating the joy of being back together with your best friends and a
perfectly executed shot to the dingdong, the original jackass crew return for another
round of hilarious, wildly absurd, and often dangerous displays of comedy with a little
help from some exciting new cast. Johnny and the team push the envelope even.
Paramount
Parallel Mothers Two women, Janis and Ana, coincide in a hospital room where they are
going to give birth. Both are single and become pregnant by accident. Janis, middle-aged,
doesn’t regret it and she is exultant. The other, Ana, an adolescent, is scared, repentant
and traumatized. Janis tries to encourage her while they move like sleepwalkers along
hospital corridors. The few words they exchange in these hours will create a very close
link between the two, which by chance develops and complicates, and changes their lives
in a decisive way. Sony

